MANIFESTO

I, R SATISH NAIK (18D110007), if elected as the sports secretary of Hostel 2,

Propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES:

- H2 sports mascot.
- Sign Boards for grounds.

INFRASTRUCTURE:

- Ensure that the Equipment's are in proper condition and in enough quantity.
- Ensure that the cricket, Basketball, football, volleyball and frisbee fields are maintained properly.
- Ensure that all grounds are marked with proper measurements.
- Also try to make sure that the lights in the ground will work properly all the time.

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

- Will make sure that each and every student in the hostel should be aware of all the GCs.
- Will conduct meetings with senior player(s) in each sport to analyse our standing and plan accordingly to win the GC.
- Encourage freshies to participate in the GC and conduct proper trails for them.
- Refreshments such as lemon water, Bananas etc. will be provided during GCs.
- GC standings and status updates along with photos will be posted on hostel fb page and forum.
- Publicity through social media platform and print media(posters, pamphlets).

AS A HOSTEL COUNCIL MEMBER:

- Will participate in cultural events like PAF with a passion.
- Will help and coordinate with other council members.

INTRA HOSTEL:

- Work to my fullest in conducting intra hostel sports competitions like Cricket, Table-Tennis, Football, Fossball, Chess.
- Will ensure that all the sports in the intra are played with proper rules.
- Will ensure that intras don't clash with GCs.

CREDENTIALS:

- BRONZE in triathlon-GC’19 represented Hostel-2.
- Participated in FCL(freshie cricket league).